The ability of the retina to adapt to changes in mean light intensity and contrast is well known. Classically, however, adaptation is thought to affect gain but not to change the visual modality encoded by a given type of retinal neuron. Recent findings reveal unexpected dynamic properties in mouse retinal neurons that challenge this view. Specifically, certain cell types change the visual modality they encode with variations in ambient illumination or following repetitive visual stimulation. These discoveries demonstrate that computations performed by retinal circuits with defined architecture can change with visual input. Moreover, they pose a major challenge for central circuits that must decode properties of the dynamic visual signal from retinal outputs.
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Dynamic Computing: Stretching the Limits of Adaptation
An impressive array of computations supports visual perception and visually guided behavior. The majority of these computations, particularly the more sophisticated ones, are often assumed to arise in the visual cortex. In this view, the retina provides an initial encoding of visual inputs and implements several general purpose computations to ensure that this encoding is efficient. One example is filtering signals in space and time to reduce correlations in the inputs, such as those present between nearby spatial locations in natural scenes (reviewed in [1]). A second example is adjusting signaling gain to make effective use of the range of available neural responses, e.g. so that retinal computations are invariant to changes in luminance (reviewed in [2] [3] [4] ). Recent findings, however, demonstrate that some retinal computations are much more complex. Here, we focus on one aspect of this complexity: stimulus-dependent changes in the core computations performed by retinal neurons.
Adaptation provides a well-studied example of the dependence of retinal signaling on stimulus history. Classically, adaptation is viewed as a sacrifice in sensitivity for one aspect of the input (e. g., mean light intensity) to maintain sensitivity to another (e.g., fluctuations about the mean) (reviewed in [2, 4] ). But recent work has highlighted numerous examples of stimulus-dependent alterations in retinal computation that extend well beyond classic adaptation. Here, we describe examples that range from extensions of established retinal adaptation to unexpected findings that challenge basic concepts of retinal processing. As appropriate, we will discuss what is known about the mechanisms underlying dynamic encoding, and speculate on its functional importance. These findings require revisiting the view of the retina as a relatively rigid, invariant computational front-end for vision.
Parallel Processing of Rod and Cone Signals
Signals originating in the rod and cone photoreceptors traverse the retina through multiple parallel pathways (Box 1). The parallel retinal pathways do not operate in isolation, but instead interact extensively via lateral connections mediated by horizontal and amacrine cells. Thus, both divergence of inputs into separate cell types and pathways and convergence of signals
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Signals originating in the rod and cone photoreceptors traverse the retina through multiple parallel pathways. Dynamic computing largely originates from interactions between these parallel circuitries.
